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I Introduction
The following remarks are the results of a brief study of the contribu­
tion that the Ground Observer Corps can make to our present air defense system» 
The study was made by fire members of the Control Systems laboratory of the 
University cf Illinois at the request of Project Charles at M. I.Te
In its present state the Air Defense Command includes in its organisation 
a volunteer corps of some 3000000 civilians, manning 7700 observer posts»
Future plans call for enlarging this corps to over half a million volunteers, 
manning 20,000 observer posts» The questions of Interest in this study are 
whether it is possible for a ground observer corps to make a significant con­
tribution to the raid reporting system, what are the costs of such an effort„ and 
whether the present organisation of the ground observers is capable of achieving 
results obtained by other such organisations»
That there Is information available to the observers which is of value in 
air defense for warning, traffic control, and interception is without question» 
The present radar net does not provide low-altitude coverage over large areas 
does not offer any coverage in some areas, can scarcely identify type, identity, 
and formation strength of planes, and has only limited height-finding capacity»
In addition, many radars are susceptible to window and electronic jammings 
ground observers have much of this vital Information and are not easily jammed» 
Records of our War II observers and of the recent British Royal Observer Corps 
exercises show that ground observer information can be filtered and relayed to 
& rection centers with sufficient speed to be useful, if the reporting anu
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filtering is properly organized* Our present system of ground observers, 
(without modification) is not capable of supplying useful information for 
intercepting high-speed raiders.
Since no other means exist at present for tracking low-flying bombers 
and interceptors, it is our recommendation that the ground observer corps 
be used now and that it be modified to bring its performance up to those 
standards proved realisable by our own War II experience and by the re- 
mobilised Boyal Observer Corps* It is further recommended*
1 . that the optimal distribution of filter centers for our extended 
geography be studied;
2* that the optimal methods of using the ground observer oorps data be 
investigated carefully;
3* that automatic aids for spotting, reporting, plotting, and filtering 
be investigated;
4* and that, as a system of close-spaced radars is developed to provide 
low-altitude coverage, ground observing be continued in a form that 
will supplement the radar with identification information and will 
provide an emergency Jam proof source of plots.
II* Present Ground Observer Corns
The organisation of operations of the present ground observer corps is 
described in the appendix* A summary of the appendix and some comments are 
included here* Members of the corps are recruited by local civil defense 
supervisors in cooperation with ADJ** Training and notification of impending
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exercises are furnished by direct mail from AD? to the civilian volunteers.
Mobile Air Force teams will start soon to do this work. Some 2*000e000 »1**1 
hours per week would be required to man the 7700 observer posts and the 
filter centers on a 24-hour basis»
The process of reporting an aircraft by ground observer to the plotter 
at the filter center has been studied recently. The following summarises 
3000 measurements made by a telephone company representative in the last exercise.
Average time to establish a telephone connection: 32.6 sec.
Range 8*67 sec.
Average time to give a report on an aircraft: 53.7 sec.
Range 31-95 sec.
An additional delay of about one minute now occurs in plotting the informa­
tion reported by a ground observer on the filter board.
It is to be noted that no explicit data concerning the accuracy of plots 
or tracks were found but that few tracks are sufficiently unambiguous to persist 
on the filter board for five minutes.
The above numbers are to be compared with wartime GOO, and ROC performance. 
(See next section).
1X2 ■gfttaP.tlalltieA-Qf.ftn_Efficient Ground Observer Corns.
The principal contributions which a ground observer corps might make under 
conditions of good as well as poor visibility to a raid-reporting system would 
be:
1 . Low flying coverage
2. Identification (type» identity» unusual circumstances)
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3» Estimates of height
4. Early suppression of non-tactical aircraft tracks during heavy 
traffic conditions
5® Relative freedom from RCM»
The major question discussed in this section is how well an efficient 
ground observer corps meets the above desiderata. If the American GOO of 
World War II0 and the present-day R.0.0. be considered as efficient units, 
then their performance data and organisation are pertinent. It should be noted 
that the R.0.0. has complete responsibility for providing overland coverage 
in the U.2C. for the R.A«?0, both for warning and interception; the total 
defensible area of the U.X. should be borne in mind, however, in a
comparison with our problem.
The spacing of observers, which determines the time between independent 
reportso is the same in the U. SoA 0 and in the TToKo To our knowledge, in the 
U.S.A., observer reports are utilised only as supplementary to radar plots 
through GCI filter boards, in the TJ.K., normal operation calls for control from 
either radar or Royal Observer plots (T.R.E. 211, 385); for the special problem 
of intercepting high speed raiders, broadcast control to the interceptors directly 
from the R.O.C. filter board was arranged. (C.E.E. 155/50).
The R.0.0. contains a large number of veil .trained Borne Guard civilian 
volunteers who work closely with the armed forces both in wartime and in 
realistic peacetime exercises; the R.0.0. personnel training practices are
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described in the RoO«C0 Training Manual (Air Ministry Booklet AP3215, 19**9)„
Accuracy of tracking by the B.0oCo has been analysed in Research Blanch, 
Fighter Command Beport Ho« 672. Under «non-busy« conditions it is estimated 
that the tracks hare an
lo Average lateral error in position: visual 1 mile, aural 1 mile;
2. Average height error: visual 10 aural✓v'20#. (Height less
reliable above 208000#). Reliability of aural abservations varies 
sharply between R.0oCo Groups.
3» Bomber of aircraft: visual, exact; aural, «good estimate«.
h. Type of aircraft: visual, usually excellent; aural, «good idea«.
The time delays of the World War II G.O.C. were studied by (fcarrier of B0T.L0 
who obtained the following data at the H.T. Filter Center and the B.T. Opera­
tions Board (19^3)o (NOTE: This does not include the time taken for the
telephone company to route the call from the observer to the filter center.)
A« Filter Center
1. Appearance of signal at 
plotter's box to answer 
by plotter.
2. Time of Reporting 
(Answer to Disconnect)
3. Disconnect to Pip Plot 
h. Pip to Stand or Arrow (
(by fllterer)
Ay«rage line Belay (In sec.) far a Typical 
Srottp of 100 Call».
1.63
8.65
6.5 S
a .
(18. 96)
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B. O p r a  t Ion« Board A s m a  lisa B e l »  fin ««e- ) for a Troiai 
«St o p p of 100 Call«.
1.93!• Arrow or Stand to Start
of Tell
2* Start of Tell to Completion 
of Plot on Operations Board
Total Operations Boon
-1.0, 9$ T 
(12*68)
TOTAL 0? A ABD B 31.8*
This anther compares favorably with B.OoG. estimates of an average time 
of 30 secs« consumed in plotting and filtering reports in the Terrier III 
exercises (CEE 155)o and of 25 sec* for visual reports and *0 sec* for aural 
reports in the previous postwar exercises (699).
?he Accuracies and time delays of 11*0*0* and 6 0,0, have been given above* 
Somv remarks on the overall effectiveness of these two units* particularly B«0*C* 
v’iich have been subjected to realistic exercises recently* may be usefulo
The British Central lighter Establishment experimented in exercise TEBHIER II 
with the effect-of the time delays in reporting plots of enemy raider positions* 
(CEE 155/50)* An "enemy raider-force" of low flying (less than 500 feet)
Vampires attacked cities inland from the east coast* broadcasting their own 
position over VHP radio with various delays* Interceptors were scrambled on
the basis of simulated early warning after which the pilots calculated their 
own interception courses from the broadcast plots* Sixty-second delays in 
the data were too large to give reasonable chances of interception* Vith 
30-second delays* 65 out of 80 raids were intercepted*
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In a second exercise, TERRIER III, 30-second tine delays in transmission 
of data to RAF Interceptors were achieved by direct transmission of plots 
over VHF from the R«O.C0 filter center, ‘by-passing farther filtering at 
higher command levels. The interceptors, using these plots and visual 
signals famished by Very lights fired directly from observer posts*, were 
then able to intercept 57$ of the low-flying raiders, 40$ of the raiders 
being intercepted before penetrating 40 miles from the coast« C«H.35.I« coastal 
radars were able to give early warning on only 46$ of the raiders; those on 
vhich radar early warning was given were Intercepted sooner, as would be expected« 
(Rote that the coastal radars were closely spaced, looking over water«)
It is not clear that broadcast control is the most effective way to use 
the ground observer plots, nor that longer time-delays might hot be tolerable 
if a ground controller were using the data to calculate vectors for the pilot«
It is safe to say, however, that if the plots reach the person calculating 
the interception course within 30 seconds of the time of observation, effective 
interception is realisable« Incidentally, in the above exercise, 70$ of the 
raiders were intercepted in all by fighters using the R«0«C, plots, although 
only 57$ were made by planes specifically scrambled by the R«0«G« plots«
It seems possible that continuous tracks existed for distances as great 
as 75 miles, since some of the Interceptions were made after penetrations of 
such depth« It is not known whether this is the maximum track vhich can be 
attained; this point should be investigated, since sustained tracking over hundreds 
of miles would allow repeated attempts at interception«
________ ___ ’___  c
* Very lights were fired only if the raider were within J mile of the post.
6845-2,30
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1Vo 9.f pyeffgpt American &..0.Q. and rccommendationa fn?
Quick fiat.
The ground observer corps in this country, as presently organised„
/  • ' -
falls far short of realising the potential capabilities of such systems as 
exemplified by the experience described in the previous section. Some 
specific difficulties and possible cures are enumerated below.
A. The observers are almost completely untrained in aircraft identifi­
cation. This should be remedied by an immediate program of instruction, using, 
for example, movies and flash cards.
B. The morale of the civilian volunteers who comprise the bulk of the 
(r.OoCo is exceedingly low« If it is to be useful, the corps must be imbued 
with a Morale based on the realisation that it is a vital link in the defense 
network. This can only be implemented by constant coordination with the 
military and by realistic exercises.
C. Ho convenient mechanism exists for communication from the filter center 
to the observer posts, or between adjacent observers. The long delays involved 
in early warning could be alleviated to a considerable extent if the observare 
could be notified in advance where and when to expect Incoming targets. Such
a system would require a network of full period talking lines, perhaps in a 
cluster arrangement similar to that used by the British. Because of the 
enormous area coverage required the American defense zone, the intimate 
communication between a single plotter and a small nun sr of observers employed 
in the British system may not be applicable to this country. However, the
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inter-observer link in itself» would aid greatly in the solution of this 
problem. This link might vellbbe obtained by equipping each cluster of 
posts with radio transceivers tuned to a common frequency with a fall 
period telephone line from each cluster to the filter center.
D. Use of voice communication hampered by conversational amenities at 
all stages along the line results in excessive delays. Tracks finally reaching 
GCI are at least two minutes old. • With present aircraft speeds this represents 
an error so great that interceptions might be iaqpossible on the basis of this 
cause alone. In the absence of further instrumentation a considerable saving 
in time could be effected by the use of a well-chosen voice-coding system such 
as used by the British B.O.C.
E. The plotting tables are often too large to be handled efficiently.
Aids must be provided to the plotters and filters to assist in manipulation 
of the plotting and tracking markers.
Fo The number of tellers per filter center is too small at some centers. 
The two GCI tellers at Chicago are expected to transmit all the information 
being furnished by the « © w m l  hundred observers reporting to the two boards. 
This 1 imitation» combined with the general confusion in the filter center» 
limits the number of tracks told from an entire board to one per minute.
There should be at least one teller per filterer provided at the filter center.
G. Even when aircraft leaving established airfields file flight plans and 
are identified on take-off by the control tower this information is not avail­
able to the observer corps» and track designation must be obtained in complete
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ignorance of this information« This defect can he remedied by location of 
oh server posts near airfields or by communication links between airport 
control towers and filter centers«
H* The plotter has no way of indicating the quality of a received plot0 
e.g«, whether the report is visual or aural0 etc« following the British system, 
either different plotting markers should be used to distinguish qualityc or 
some indication should be provided on a more versatile marker described below«
I0 The present order of reporting information by the observer does not 
permit plotting while the information is being passed« Instead« it is necessary 
for the plotter to write the information received on the back of his plotting 
slip or on a scrap of paper and later to transcribe it« Shis difficulty« in 
itself« introduces a delay of about one minute in the total data transmission 
time« The following sequence of reporting used in the World War IX system 
would enable a plotter to set the appropriate information into a multi-wheel 
plot marker and to place his plot in coincidence with receipt of the observer °s 
information: number of aircraft, type, height« time delay in report to
center, post code, location of airc'raft, heading of aircraft.
J« The observer^ clock is often not properly synchronised with the 
clock at the filter center. Since time reports serve as the basis for 
estimating velocities of the observed reports« this leads to considerable 
confusion at the GCI« This difficulty is easily remedied by instituting a 
periodic synchronising procedure» or by reporting only the time delay in making 
a report.
68^5-2030
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X The plotter's writing is often not legible to the filtererS and tellers. 
Plot cards should he replaced with plotting markers on which the information 
pertinent to the flight may he set in using legible printed characters«. The 
type of marker pip proposed in ADC's experiment at the White Plains Filter 
Center which is similar to that used by the GOC during the last war» is well 
suited for this purpose«
Lo In order to read the information on the plotting table0 the fllterers 
can operate only from one side of the board. In addition«, the geometry of 
the plotting card is such that in a region of heayy traffic the cards in 
front mask those behind very efficiently. Both of these deficiencies are over­
come by use of the White Plains plotting markers.
Mo Since both individual plots and filtered tracks are displayed on the 
same cards and with identical marker arrows» fllterers and tellers have diffi­
culty distinguishing between plots and tracks« The ADC proposal to recti *y 
this difficulty involves the filterer's replacing the plotting markers with 
track currows» and displaying the track information pertinent to the flight 
on a special simple display stand with printed cards.
Ho The CCI teller has no way of knowing which tracks have been told to GCI 
nor any orderly sequence for telling tracks. Ho communication link exists 
between the teller and the filterer other than a combination of hand and voice 
signals which are often lost In the general uproar. This situation will be 
eased considerably by the assignment of one teller to a particular filterer 
as described in P, In add it ion 0 light -cr voice signals should be arranged so
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that the teller can quickly determine which tracks represent untold data. 
Summary: It is felt to he essential that in any realistic utilisation of the
Ground Observer Corps data» the time delay between observer and plotter must 
be reduced by the use of continuous communication. Inter-observer and center* 
to-observer communication should be provided. The filter center personnel 
should be l^omuied at leftist t«> the point of providing one OCX teller per 
filterer. Observers must be trained in aircraft identification and in the 
use of mechanical aids which should be furnished. The delays presently 
Involved in plotting and filtering of tracks at the filter center should 
be reduced by the use of markers of the White Plains variety» or the equi­
valent. It is vital that good liaison be established between the military 
and the civilian volunteers of the t? ©
V. Automatic»i
It seems that tye most promising direction for long term improvements of 
the ground observer reporting system Ilea in automatisation.
It is clear that automatic aids are possible along every line of 0.0.C. 
organisation» starting with the observer posts. What is not known0 and should 
be investigated carefully» are questions relating to cost, number, optimal 
distribution of equipment» etc. It is assumed in this section that auto­
matic aids are desirable; some possibilities are discussed here. It should 
be mentioned that TBJE memoranda 211 and 385 contain careful discussions of 
some recent British thinking on automatisation.
6845-2030
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lo M d »  to the Observer Hroortlne Sy»t«a 
Aside from simple mechanical and optical aids to observât ion . such as 
a oighter9 or good binoculars» which might help the present American 0,0»0« 
observers, it is conceivable that an electromechanical device could be 
developed which would speed up the process of reporting observations« The device 
might consist of a set of buttons corresponding to the set of possible choices 
(which && observer makes when reporting a plane) which when depressed, would 
send out a coded signal along the telephone line to the filter center« This 
device will be called the transmitter« Similarly a receiver might be developed 
which allows the filter center or other observers to communicate with a given 
observer post in a coded form0 by. e«g«0 flashing lights at the observer post«
The functions of the receiver are important, in alerting observers, in 
anticipating tracks, and as an aid in developing morale« R.OoC« experience has 
indicated the great desirability of high morale«
Some further elucidation of receiver and transmitter functions is in order» 
®he process of speeding up communication has been emphasised above« This is not 
the sole advantage as receiver and transmitter may reduce the telephone line 
costs of an efficient observer system by using such well developed teletype* 
writer techniques as "simplexing" and "compositingn» These teletypewriter 
techniques are described in various training manuals of the American Telephone 
and Telegraph system« The point deserves careful study«
Once a coded signal gets into the telephone line the problems of trans­
mission of this informâtion0 of storage and of selection seem . to be. in prin­
ciple. the same as those of any radar net» There are a number o£ distinctions
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to be made between radar and G,O.G, data which may have decisive effects 
on future apparatus? however, one is that the rate of flow of information 
can be several orders of magnitude greater for the radar than for the G,0,C. 
net, firstly because of the finer space quantisation »and secondly 0 because 
of the shorter ^reaction time* of the radar set as compared with the human,
A second point is that some data are obtained by G.O,C0 which are not available 
to the radar, particular type of aircraft, and, possibly, altitude.
The two considerations above may then make the transmission0 storage, 
and selection problems easier for G,0,C, than for radar, but may at times 
complicate the presentation problem,
2, Aids to Filtering
The function of filtering, and of establishing tracks may be thought of 
as problems in correlation, if rules for the correlations can be stated 
explicitly and quantitatively, then the functions are amenable to computer 
treatment. Note that filtering is one of the major bottlenecks of the G,0,C, 
system, and that any methods for increasing the speed and accuracy of filtering 
would be of considerable value.
It was mentioned before that the rates of information flow may differ 
vastly in the G,0,C, and radar nets. This difference in rates may make a 
relatively slow speed digital or analogue computer a desirable instrument in 
establishing tracks, as in filtering out inconsistent data.
Again storage of information may pose different requirements in the G,o,C, 
and radar nets. Thus serial memories having relatively long access time may 
prove satisfactory for the G,0,C, data,
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One final point way be made in connection with automatization of a 
GroOoCo system, particularly in respect to its applicability to a future 
radar net with low coverage* G*OoC* and radar data are both overlapping and 
supplementary to each other* If automatic aids exist for processing G.0*Go 
informationc then these may be integrated with the radar information in a 
manner which might increase the overall effectiveness of the system (G*0o6. 
plus radar) considerably, to a degree which each scheme alone (0*0*C, or radar) 
would be incapable of achieving readily* If this be true, then it is important 
that an efficient automatised Go0oGo system be developed.
\
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PRESENT GROUND OBSERVER CORPS ORGANIZATION
The procedures vary between filter centers. The following description 
■ay be considered to be representative.
1# The filter center receives information from some 300 observer posts 
over 27 trunk Unas. A typical plotting board is manned by 1Z plotters and 
two filterers. In addition, there is one GGI teller per board and a floor 
supervisor. Each board overlaps one or more adjacent filter center areas 
and employs one overlap teller per overlapping zone. In addition, there is 
a telephone traffic man on hand during exercises. Further overload facilities 
are provided by idle trunks answered away from the board from which plots are 
forwarded by runners. Observer posts, located preferably on roofs of build* 
Ings or on towers constructed at local expense, but often in doorways, are 
set tap at distances of about eight miles between posts* During exercises, 
the posts are manned by two observers at a time working three to four hour 
shifts. Normally, one of the observers acts as a spotter and the second as 
a telephone reporter. The communication link between the observer post and 
the filter center is an ordinary telephone connection into the commercial 
telephone system lines. At the GCI there is a plotter for each of the three 
or four filter centers reporting. Total man hours for the national organ* 
ization of 7700 observer posts with two observers per post is over two ariVMrtw 
man hours per week. In addition, some 80,000 man hours per week are required 
to man the filter centers. These numbers assume 24-hour service; if early 
warning were reliable, a smaller orew might be organized to man the posts 
only when alerted. At present the filter centers are set up on an interim
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training basis, and are manned only during bi-monthly exercises* In the event 
of an emergency an S.O.P* exists for alerting the observer corps and filter 
center personnel in three or more hours*
Zm Process of Reporting* The observer is provided with a polar diagram 
on which to represent local land marks as an aid in estimating distance and 
direction of aircraft. On spotting a plane, the observer Jots down pertinent 
information on a report sheet* The sheet is handed to the second observer 
who contacts the local telephone operator and announces “aircraft flash*• On 
receipt of the “aircraft flash* message, the telephone operator checks to see 
if the call originates from an authorized phone. If so, the reporter is con­
nected to the correct plotters position at the filter center* On receipt of 
the message “Air Defense, go ahead please* from the filter center plotter, 
the reporter transmits the data in the following orders
1« station location and identifications e*g*, able-baker-zero- 
four-red,
Zm direction of plane from observer post (8 points),
5* distance of plane from post to one mile accuracy,
4* direction in which plane is going (8 points),
5* number of aircraft observed, if possible, or, few, many, or 
unknown*
6* type of aircraft if Identification known, or general class of 
plane (fighter, bomber, transport, etc*, number of engines, 
type of engines, motor, Jets, etc*)
7* Identity of aircraft (military U.S., military foreign, civilian 
U.S., civilian foreign, H*0* number if readable, unknown)9
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8* height (veiy low, low, medium, high, very high, unknown),
9. time observation was made (minutes after last hour),
10- unwarranted action, (firing guns, bombay doors open, etc,)
On completion of the message, the plotter signifies reception by saying 
* Check, thank youf The average time to transmit this message Is 53*7 sec», 
(5000 observations by a telephone company representative)! range, 31-96 sec#
It is also of Interest to mention the time taken to establish a telephone con­
nection* average time is 32»6 sec»} range, 8-67 sec» (3000 observations)»
Thft observer is generally instructed to report only certain classes of 
aircraft, and only aircraft closer than four or five miles to the observation 
post»
The plotter usually writes items 1—4 on the back of his plotting card 
and items 6-9 on the front in the provided space, while the message is being 
received» After disconnection, the plotter Inserts the plot card in a small 
plastic stand and places it on the board together with an a n e w  indicating the 
position and direction of the flight relative to the reporting observer post»
r
Apparently additional delays of about one minute are Involved in placing the 
reported information on the board» The plotter repeats this entire procedure 
on each plot*
The plotting board Is divided into large areas about one degree by one 
degree which are designated by a two-letter code» Each major area Is further 
subdivided into squares ten minutes on a side* The total georef grid covered 
in a single plotting board may represent an area of 30, OCX) square miles»
It is the function of the filterer to observe all plots on the board and 
to determine when a series of these plots can be tied together and Identified
—18—
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as a definite track* When a track has been Identified, the fllterer assigns 
it a track number. The fllterer then removes all but the last three arrows 
representing the most recent information on the track* The fllterer is also 
responsible for keeping the board cleared of old tracks and plots* Unless 
otherwise indicated, a plot is removed from the board after it becomes five 
minutes old, if no further action has transpired. Before removing old tracks 
from the board, the fllterer must signal the GCI teller so that this informa­
tion win be relayed to GCI* There Is no provision for the fllterer to 
communicate with the observer*
The GCI teller (one per plotting board) is connected to the GCI station 
over government full-period talking service* The teller delivers a running 
report on all tracks on the board in the following manner* track number, 
four number grid position, direction of track, and time of plot* On the ini­
tial call to GCI on any track, the teller also relays all the information 
noted on the track card* In the event that GCI already has the track under 
proper radar control, It will advise the radar teller to direct the fllterer 
to place a blue 11 no tell* marker on the track card. Under this procedure, 
the plotter and fllterer maintain continuity of information on the track but 
the track is no longer reported by the GCI teller unless he is specifically 
requested for information.
The overlap tellers are provided with GFP (government full-period talking 
service) telephone lines to adjacent filter centers. The overlap teller has 
the responsibility of giving All the information indicated on the track card 
to the adjacent filter center operator so that the track can be properly 
transferred from one area to the next. The telling sequence is* four numbered 
grid location, direction of track, track number, number of aircraft, type of
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The floor supervisor has the general responsibility for maintaining 
proper flow of information to and from the plotting board. He has facilities 
for monitoring incoming calls so that he can spot check to see that proper 
procedures are being followed. He is responsible for distributing the load 
in congested areas of the board by rotating plotters and by bringing in 
relief from the overflow positions. Supervisors also write down information 
on calls coming in to incorrect plotting positions} these are given to one of 
the filterers or a runner to be relayed to the correct plotter. Supervisors 
are notified to come in cn the line in any case of trouble or whenever action 
Indicated in Item ten above is reported. In the latter event, the supervisor 
places a red waction indicator* label on the track card. Upon seeing this 
label, the 001 teller reports this action and all pertinent details directly 
to the supervisor at the GCI center, if necessary neglecting other areas of 
the board. The supervisor has the general responsibility of assigning per­
sonnel to specific plotting, filtering, or telling positions at his discretion.
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